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MPLA People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola. 
Founded in 1956, it launched the armed struggle against Porfuguese 
colonialism by an attack on the prison of Luanda. Heavy Portuguese 
reprisals were a setback, but in 1964 a front was opened in the Cabinda 
Enclave, in 1966 in the East and in 1968 in the central area of Bie. ln 
1972 armed resistance began in the southern Cunene region. 

SWAPO South-West Africa People's Organisation of Namibia. 
Founded in 1959 as a development of existing organisations, armed 
struggle was launched on 26th August 1966. The movement is fighting 
the illegal South African administration operating in South-West Africa, 
which Swapo has since renamed Namibia. South African troops in 
Namibia were reinforced after the industrial workers' strike of 1971. 
SWAPO is now active throughout the north of the country. 
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A Strategy for Subjection 

The Cunene is the major river of southern Angola; part of it forms the border 
between Angola and Namibia. The Cunene River Scheme is a joint Portuguese-
South African operation for irrigation and hydro-electricity, for the 'development' 
of the hitherto neglected areas of southern Angola and northern Namibia. The 
intention-matching that of Cabora Bassa in the east-is to consolidate white 
domination over the western side of Southern Africa. 
Cabora Bassa-the hydro-electricity project planned for Mozambique by 

Portugal and her allies-is now a familiar name. The 'Dambusters' campaign of 
protest against international involvement in the project has received wide pub-
licity and support. Very little, by contrast, has been heard of the Cunene River 
Scheme. One reason is that the campaign against Cabora Bassa has taught the 
Portuguese a lesson: matters to do with Cunene are going on behind a curtain of 
secrecy. 
Why are Portugal and South Africa undertaking this large and elaborate pro-

ject? 
Firstly in arder to exploit more fully the agricultura! and mineral resources of 

Angola and Namibia. Secondly in arder to reinforce their politicai contrai over 
the African population and thereby retard the Angolan and Namibian liberation 
struggles. Third ly in arder to attract international capital to the area, which 
would provide support for the strategy of racist and colonial domination in 
Southern Africa. 
The Angolan and Namibian people are therefore united in militant opposition 

to the Cunene River Scheme which, if it were allowed to succeed, would not only 
place great difficulties in the way of their struggles for self-determination, but 
also plunder irreplaceable resources from their lands. 
We believe that there must be international opposition to the scheme-not 

only as support for the African peoples' struggle against the fascist governments 
of Portugal and South Africa, but also to expose the way in which these govern-
ments use international investment to buttress and extend their controL 

An Ambitious Plan 

The Cunene River Scheme is sizeable -a prospective total of 27 dams and power 
stations, together with canais, pipelines, powerlines, roads and settlements. The 
estimated cost of the whole scheme is over f:250 million; that of the first phase, 
on which work has already started, is over f:40 million. The long-term plans would 
lead to fundamental changes in the demographic and ecological structure of the 
entire basin, and the consequences would reach far into the future. 
The Cunene rises in the central uplands of Angola near to Nova Lisboa (see 

map 2) and runs southward for 2/3 of its total 830 kms before turning westwards 
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to the Atlantic. lts lower westward course forms the border between Angola and 
Namibia, the rest of the river lying entirely within Angola. The river basin occupies 

an "area of approximately 105,000 sq. kms. -an area rather larger than the whole of 
lreland. 

The northern section of the Cunene lies in a region of fairly high rainfall and 
severallarge tributaries flow into it. The land is fertile and the agriculture of the 
African population has traditionally included cattle-rearing and cultivation on 
the bush-fallowing method; seasonal migration is necessary in the dry months. 
The central and south-western sections are very much drier: some of the 

Cunene's tributaries are empty in the dry season. The borde r areas of southern 
Angola and northern Namibia are semi-desert, with the Cunene as the only 
permanent water-course. The inhabitants, who include Ovambos on both sides 
of the border, have been semi-nomadic cattle-raisers, dependent on the seasonal 
variations in the water supply. Up ti li now, the Cunene's flood waters, overflow-

ing along natural channels on average once in ten years, have augmented errati-
cally the very moderate rainfall of Ovamboland. Regularisation of this flow is 
clearly important for the future development of Namibia. 

Why Now? 

Because of the geography, water rights in the Cunene were a source of dispute in 
the 19th century between Portugal and Germany, which then ruled South West 
Africa (Namibia's colonial name). An agreement was reached in 1886, but after 
1918 the dispute revived, this time between Portugal and South Africa, which 

had been entrusted with the mandate for South West Africa by the League of 

Nations. ln 1926 a compromise agreement was reached, giving South Africa the 

right to construct adam inside Angola to ensure water supplies for the south, but 

negotiations ran into difficulties and the agreement lapsed. 

During the 50's Portugal made efforts to encourage colonialisation in the 

Cunene basin, and to this end built adam and electricity station at Matala Falis 

to serve local needs. But the colonisation plans were not successful. I n 1962, 

shortly after Portuguese rule in Angola was threatened by armed insurrection 

from MPLA, talks between the two countries re-opened for specific and urgent 

reasons. 

Portugal wished to establish successful and extensive settlement in order to 

strengthen economic and politicai control over the areas in the Cunene basin. 

South Africa, which was being consistently attacked in the United Nations for its 

attempts to make Namibia into another province, wished to promote economic 

development, with the sarne intention. The Odendaal Commission of lnquiry into 

South West African Affairs (1962-3) indicated that water and power were the 

prime requirements for such development. 

A preliminary contract covering a common Cunene River development prog-

ramme was signed in 1964, but it was only when the Cabora Bassa project was 

started that the Cunene scheme began to move. For Cabora Bassa's profitability 

depends on a long-term customer for its electricity, and South Africa was 
prepared to be this customer only if Portugal participated in the Cunene Scheme. 
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So in January 1969 an agreement covering the first phase of the Cunene Scheme 

(see section 6) was signed in Lisbon by the Portuguese Foreign Minister and the 

South African Ambassador to Portugal. The current work is being carried out on 

the basis of this agreement, under which Portugal is responsible for work from the 
source to Calueque, and South Africa from Calueque to the mouth. 
Because of the importance of the project, Portugal set upa special department, 

the Gabinete de Plano do Cunene, within the Ministry for the Overseas Provinces. 
This will supervise the scheme and look after "the general development of natural 
resources in the Cunene and Cuvelai river basins" (Standard Bank Review, 
October 1969) and has offices in Lisbon and Sa da Bandeira. And in 1971 the 
Portuguese administration created a new district of Cunene (capital: Pereira de 
Eça) out of what was formerly the southern half of Hui la district-an indication of 
the area's growing importance. 
On the South African side, responsibility for the scheme belongs to the South 

West African Water and Electricity Commission (SWAWEC). This delegates to the 
Department of Water Affairs in Windhoek and Pretoria, to the Electricity Supply 
Commission in Johannesburg (ESCOM), and to the Industrial Development Com-
mission in Johannesburg (IDC), which deal with water, power and finance res-
pectively. 
From the beginning the African peoples through MPLA in Angola and SWAPO 

in Namibia were and are firmly opposed to the Cunene Scheme: "This project must be 
fought by every means", said MPLA's official statement. "lt is in no way aimed at 
the economic promotion of the people of Angola, but at the buttressing of white 
power, and consequently of imperialism in Africa". SWAPO's statement concludes 
by appealing "to ali men of goodwill -and, indeed, those with economic interests 
in the scheme-to prevent the building of this hydro-electric scheme which so 
blatantly aids colonial exploitation and furthers the rule by white racist minorities 
in Southern Africa. SWAPO will not sit back ... " 
This opposition needs no explanation when the declared aims of the scheme 

are understood in full. 

For Whose Benefit? 
The main economic purpose of the Cunene Ri ver Scheme is to enable South Africa 
to open up the industrial potential of Namibia. Secondly, but equally importantly, 
it will improve agricultura! and industrial production in Angola, both in the interior 

and the border areas. The natural resources of the region are at present underex-
ploited; the Scheme aims to change that. 
lt is planned exclusively for the benefit of the white farming and industrial 

interests; the local Africans (as is explained in sections 7 and 8) are simply seen as 
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the human part of the 'resources' waiting to be more fully exploited-as labour. 
The one feature of the Scheme which might be regarded as benefitting the Africans 
-the supply of water to Ovamboland-is in fact part of the apartheid strategy 
of oppression. Ovamboland, the most populous of the 'Native' areas, is not viable 

as a Homeland without water: to make the system work water is being supplied. 
Even this claim, however, is disputed by Georg von Konrat, an ex-Nazi civil engi-

neer who was Resident Engineer at Calueque and Ruacana in 1971: "Don't you 
know what this project is? This is to supply the uranium fields with water, and 

Swakopmund and Walvis Bay, and in an emergency ali the other white towns-

but none of it's for the poor bloody Ovambos. There's no irrigation scheme at ali 
for the natives" (Passport to Truth, 1972). 

The Cunene River Scheme is to accomplish the development of the region by 
means of 
a. pipeline irrigation -for cattle ranching, crop raising (Angola) and water 
supply (Namibia). 

b. hydro-electricity -for present and future mining operations (Angola and 
Namibia). 

Once water and power were available, the region would cease to be one of 
subsistence farming. lnternational capital would be attracted, and extensive agri-
cultura!, extractive, processing and exporting developments would follow. 

White Settlement Encouraged 

ln Angola, an increase in the number of settlers is planned through ranches, which 
will be leased to white settlers, particularly ex-soldiers. Although Portugal's de-

clared intention to settle up to half a million more whites, from Portugal and 
other countries in Europe and Africa, is probably absurd in its dimensions, there is 

no doubt that more, and possibly much more, settlement would follow the success-
ful completion of the scheme. 
One objective of this proposed settlement is to reduce African independence (none 

of the land will be available for African farmers) and end their nomadrc way of life. 
The underlying purpose of the earlier plans to colonise the Cunene basin was "to 
stabilise Africans in agricultura! production and so prevent them emigrating to ad· 
joining territories" (Lord Hailey, An African Survey, revised edn., 1957). After 
detailing the benefits of the colonisation for the settlers, Hailey dismisses the blatant 
injustice thus: "The scheme will admittedly involve some disturbance of the African 
population, which is being settled elsewhere". This new phase of settlement plans 
is no doubt similar to previous ones, though considerably larger. 
By 'stabilising' the Africans, the authorities hope to make politicai contrai easier. 

Already the Angolan people are being subjected to forced settlement by the army 
for more effective policing in some regions; the immigration of settlers, together 
with the establishment of very large 'company' ranches, is intended to assist this 
process. Each new white man is potentially an agent of the administration -the 

more so if he has invested his future in colonisation. 

Black Settlement Enforced 

ln Namibia the proposed economic developments are closely linked to the "Bant-
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ustan" strategy of the South African government, which wishes to extend the 
apartheid system here, despite the fact that it contrais the territory in defiance of 
international law and the people's desire. Under this system the African Home· 
lands, mainly semi·desert areas, are to be separated from the rest of 'white' Nami-
bia -where the best farmland, the mines and the industries are -and the black 
Namibians allowed to leave their Homelands only for the purpose of contract 
labour. lndeed, the whole economic development of the country depends on the 
availability of migratory labour. The machinery of oppression also ensures that 

migrants have no politicai rights outside the Homelands, and very few inside. 
Portuguese and South African sources disingenuously claim that the African 

people will benefit from the increased economic activity stimulated by the Cunene 

Scheme-through more employment opportunities, for example. 

The Angolan and Namibian people, however, know that the minimal cash in-
carnes offered by employment will be far outweighed by the cruelties of forced 

settlement, contract labour and politicai contrai, and that much more wealth 
will be taken from their lands than will, o r can, ever be put back. Over 1/3 of 
Namibia's G DP is currently appropriated by foreign interests. The benefits will 
goto Portugal and South Africa, to the international companies and their 
investors, and to the manufacturers in the developed countries who will use 
the cheap raw materiais. 

The Politics of 'Development' 

The long-term aims of the Cunene River Scheme must be seen in terms of white 
racist strategy for the whole of Southern Africa. The scale of Portuguese·South 
African co-operation on the Cunene is further evidence that their interests 
coincide. lf the Cunene Scheme succeeds, it would mean the consolidation of 
white contrai over the natural and human resources of a huge area. lt would 
mean a buffer strip or 'sanitary zone' of white settlement along the border, 
blocking African communication between Angola and Namibia, and effectively 
isolating Namibia from the rest of Africa. lt would mean stronger military 
counteraction against the African liberation movements. Lastly, it would enable 
the whit e regimes to incorporate this region in a powerful 'defence' structure 

against free Africa. 
Consolidation of white contrai right across the southern half of the continent 

is plainly a major feature of the strategy. lnternational investment in, and corres-
ponding politicai support for this contrai are seen as very useful contributions 
towards its achievement. The Cunene River Scheme is intended to increase white 
domination. Opposition to the colonialist regime in PÕrtugal and the racist regime 

in South Africa must include opposition to the Cunene Scheme. Economic deve-

lopments<cannot be separated from the politicai purposes they serve. 
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"We Shall Fight" 

Opposition to the Cunene River Scheme is firm, united and steadily growing. 
MPLA's original (1971) statement on Cunene said: "The Cunene and Cabora 

Bassa projects constitute the execution of a plan of economic seizure of Angola 
and Mozambique, part of the global strategy of strengthening white power in 
southern Africa ... The acheivement of the Cunene project while Angola is 
occupied will have grave consequences for the MPLA. lt is in no way aimed at the 
economic promotion of the people of Angola, but at the buttressing of white 
power, and consequently, of imperialism in Africa. 
"This project must be fought by every means. Ali participants will be held as 

enemies of the Angolan people, and MPLA will know how to fight them with 
arms. 
"Once independence is achieved, the Angolan people will be able to under-

take, alone or with non-exploiting partners, the organisation and valorisation of 
the Cunene river" (WCC, Cunene Dam Scheme, Appendix 11). 
Within a year, MPLA showed that these were no idle threats. Armed resistance 

was initiated in the Cunene area (the Sixth Region) at the beginning of 1972. 
One of its first targets will be the Cunene River constructions. 
The Africans of this area of southern Angola were among the last to surrender 

to the Portuguese colonialists. Daniel Chipenda, a member of MPLA's executive 
committee, said that "They are a fighting people and their national conscious-
ness is very strong. We h ave always felt that once they got started they wou ld 
cause big problems for the Portuguese". (quoted in A-A News, April, 1971 ). 
The conditions for armed struggle were carefully prepared by MPLA militants 

and the immediate stimulus to action was provided by the Namibian strike (see 
section 8); according to Chi penda: "We started the struggle here in solidarity 
with ou r friends across the river who have made such an effective protest against 
the Vorster regime .... Our struggle will reinforce the struggle there." 
To the inhabitants, the Angola-Namibia frontier is artificial. Members of the 

sarne tribe live on either side, and until the recent heavy policing of the area-
and a border fence -as a result of the Cunene Scheme, were permitted to cross 
freely. 

Fighting began in January 1972 when a Portuguese army post near the border 

was attacked. The South Africans immediately sent paramilitary aid to the 
Portuguese-a quid pro quo for the troops Portugal sent to Namibia in December 

to help quell the strike. The people on both sides of the border destroyed sec-
tions of the border fence, and burnt cattle stations. Reprisals followed; it  is not 
known how many people have been killed. 

Namibian resistance to the Cunene Scheme is a1so strengthening. SWAPO's 
official ( 1971) statement strongly condemned Cunene, stating that its main 
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function was "to be a consolidating link between Portuguese colonialism in 
Africa and the settler regime in South Africa ... Another implication is that a 
larger military force is likely to be stationed in the area on both sides. This will 
safeguard military co-operation between South Africa and Portuguese colonial-
ists, as well as politicai co-operation against us, the rightful owners of the 
countries." (WCC, Cunene Dam Scheme, Appendix 1). 
SWAPO's armed resistance has begun in Okavango, Ovamboland, and the 

Caprivi Strip -ali areas along the Angolan border-and has provoked reprisals, 
notably when South African forces invaded Zambia in pursuit of SWAPO guerrillas. 

Worldwide Support 

Support for the freedom fighters and opposition to ali aspects of the Cunene 
Scheme is already strong in Europe. ln March 1972 the World Council of Churches' 
Programme to Combat Racism held a Cunene River Scheme Symposium in 
Germany. The Final Report of the conference recommended a special campaign 
against the Cunene Scheme: "People ali over the world and especially citizens of 
countries providing supportive links for the white regimes have a duty to support 
the legitimate struggle of the African people for justice and freedom. They have 
to ensure that the white regimes are not able to secure any further investment and 
support for projects like the Cunene River Scheme from their countries, and to 
work for an end to ali the supportive links which help maintain colonial and 
racial domination in Southern Africa" (WCC, Cunene River Scheme Symposium, 
1972). 
The conference also called for "ali forms of moral, politicai and material 

assistance for the liberation movements". Detailed suggestions include campaigns 
against firms involved in or benefitting from Cunene, against the attempts by 
Portugal and South Africa to establish special relationships with the EEC, and 
against the military assistance given to Portugal within the framework of NATO. 
The Namibia lnternational Conference at Brussels in May 1972 also drew 

attention to Cunene's importance. The Anti·Apartheid Movement (UK) claimed 
that "the Cunene project is intended to be the king·pin of the western flank 
of colonialism in Southern Africa". lt, too, advocated a campaign against "the 
cluster of French, Canadian, West German, Belgian and ltalian banks, con· 
struction and mining companies, in addition to those Portuguese and South 
African interests which are already well-established ... The international 
character of the companies involved increasingly facilitates co·ordinated cam-
paigning on a broader scale. The size and significance of the Cunene project, 
together with the other undertakings which expect to benefit from the electric 
power supplied by it, single it out as a priority target in the area" (Namibia 
lnternational Conference, 1972). 
Owing to manifold difficulties involving technical staff, labour, and the 

politically explosive situation in the border area, construction on the Cunene 
Scheme does not seem to have progressed as rapidly as planned. Because of its 
size-an elaborate network of dams, pipelines, powerlines and roads is envisaged 
in the long·term plan -and because of its situation, the Scheme is extremely 
vulnerable. Work can only progress at ali under conditions of secrecy and rigor· 
ous police control; as Passport to Truth points out, these inhibit efficiency. 
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The Cunene Scheme will clearly be a long time in the building-time which 
can be used to prevent its completion, let alone its use. The people of Angola 
and Namibia must be given every assistance in their attacks on Cunene; what 
MPLA and SWAPO are achieving on the ground, friends in the West must back 
up with politicai and material support-for the prime objects of the whole 
Cunene River Scheme is to destroy the liberation movements. 

The Dams 

The whole Cunene Scheme, with its 27 dams, is clearly a long term project. 
Although Cunene is planned to produce less electricity than Cabora Bassa, total 
investment is to be twice as great; many small projects are involved. The large 
number of dams is necessary to regulate the flow of the entire river and its 
several tributaries; many of them will be quite small, but necessary for water 
regulation and local electricity production. 

The first phase (see map 2), on which construction has already begu"n, is 
scheduled for completion by 1978 and contains the most importance constructions. 
Five main projects are involved: Gove Dam, Matala Barrage, Matunto Dam, 
Calueque Dam and Pumping Station, and Ruacana Falis Dam and Power Station. 
The objects of the first phase are water regulation, irrigation in the north, and 
hydro·electricity in the south. Gove Dam and Ruacana Falis Power Station are 
the most important features. 
lnvestment in this phase is estimated at f40 million. Half of this is being 

supplied by South Africa directly, and the other half indirectly, through a loan to 
Portugal from the South African IDC. "ln return, Portugal has ceded to South 
Africa the exploitation of the entire river by Ruacana for the purpose of power 
generation and has guaranteed that the water flow will not sink below the minimum 
requirements. On the other hand South Africa has undertaken to pay duty on the 
quantity of water exceeding the guaranteed minimum. This duty is to be cal-
culated on the basis of the kw/h produced by the extra water. These provisions 
in the contract· make the construction of a hydro-electric power station near the 
border of South West Africa profitable" (Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 12.1 0.69). 
Georg von Konrat has given a vivid description of his job in Passport to Truth. 

When he arrived, the sites were in a shambles: "There was no organisation, no 
programme, no technical supervision, and the poor Ovambos were left to do the 
job while the white men spent their time in Oshekate, about sixty miles away 
from the site." Many of the technical staff were in fact members of the Security 
Police, with little experience of construction. 

While he was there, however, the sites were visited by international observers. 
For their benefit, work progressed faster on what von Konrat calls "this massive 
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sham", designed "to fool the West, and the East, and the blind United Nations". 
He also describes the fences which were to be erected around the sites, "of 
heavy-gauge wire mesh between steel posts, and topped with several strands of 
barbed wire strung up in a Y section." The fences are to enclose an are a 12km. 
by 32km. from Calueque to Ruacana, enabling South Africa "at short notice to 
secure for itself a large piece of South West Africa, and a small but significant 
segment of Angola." Throughout Passport to Truth, evidence of the strategic 
value South Africa places on the Cunene constructions accumulates. 

NAME 

GOVE 

MA TALA 

MATUNTO 

CALUEOUE 

RUACANA 
FALLS 

TABLE 1 

CONSTR UCTI ONS 

58m. dam; 
178 km.lake 

Existing dam to be 
raised; 3rd generator 
to be installed. 

Small dam 

Small dam; reservoir; 
pumping station; 
250 km. pipelines 

plus huge canal system. 

134m. dam; 
120MW power station; 
power lines to 
Grootfontein, Tsumeb, 
Windhoek, Walvis Bay, 
possibly Rossing. 

DATE OF 
COMPLETION 

1972 

1971 

1975 

PU R POSES 

lrrigation of 400 sq.mls 
locally for ranching; 
Regulation of water for 
Matala Power Station. 

Electricity for local needs, 
Cassinga mines, Sa da 
Bandeira and Moçamedes 
port. 

Regulation; irrigation 
down-river. 

Regulation for Ruacana; 
water supply for 

Ovamboland. 

Electricity throughout 

Namibia. The Chairman of 
ESCOM predicts a common 
Angolan-S.W. African grid, 

sufficient power for Namibia 

for the rest of century, and 
an eventual link-up with the 

South African grid. 
(Today's News, 31.1.69) 
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Angola: Expansion For Survival 

For Portugal, the chief benefits of the Cunene River Scheme are to be the irriga-
tion plans, for without irrigation there will be no more settlers. Official reports 
claim that over 125,000 hectares (500 sq. mls) will become cultivable, anda 
further 173,000 hm. (670 sq. mls) will become ranchland. 

As this newly profitable land is handed over to its new occupiers, the present 
African population will be removed and 'encouraged' to settle. Already most of 
Angola's agriculture is controlled by the Portuguese, and is deliberately geared 
to export produce such as coffee and cotton; the new plans for Cunene, with their t 
emphasis on beef production, clearly extend this to a new, hitherto under-used J 
(by Europeans) region. 
The cultivable areas are to be divided into 20-hectare plots or smallholdings, 

for growing maize, tobacco, wheat, cotton etc. The plans, according to a report 

in the Angolan press, provide for the instatàçao of 6,233 farming families on this 
land, for the fixãçao of 37,000 persons and for the utilisation of a further 73,000. 
What this would mean in human terms is indicated by a UN Report (Document 
A/7623/Add.3, 25.9.69) on Angola which stated that instaláçao normally refers 
to white settlers only. Since the total area, if divided into 20-hectare lots, would 
produce roughly 6,250 holdings, it is evident that this land is not meant for the 
Africans. 
Nor is the proposed ranchland, which will require capital. The plans envisage 

33 medium and large ranches, some of which will be run by companies. ln 1969 
Companhia Mineira do Lobito, operators of the Cassinga mines, proposed estab-
lishing a large estate for beef production. 
The term "fixãçao" is used, according to the UN Report, to denote the re-

grouping of the local African population. Clearly the people of the Cunene region 
are to be left landless, and thus available as labour for the new farms. As elsewhere 
in Angola, "the part played by the majority of 'rural' Africans will be to provide 
manual agricultura! labour" (UN Report A/5/160, 25.8.62.). 
Already some re-grouping of the people is taking place in aldeamentos in various 

parts of Angola, similar to the 'strategic villages' of Guine, Mozambique and Viet-
nam, in order to separate the freedom fighters of MPLA from their sources of 
support in the rural areas. Agricultura! developments, the Portuguese hope, will 
assist this process of tight military control. 
Two Portuguese Government agencies could be used to encourage settlement 

in the Cunene basin. The Provincial Settlement Bureau in Angola provides 2-year 
courses for ex-soldiers who wish to stay in Angola. On completing their curso de 
educadores sociais, these ex-soldiers are automatically employed by the Settle· 
ment Bureau in mobile teams for community development -suitably trained sup-

port for white colonists! 
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And in Portugal the National Secretariat for Emigration was set up in 1970, to 
encourage and contrai the flow of emigrants to the overseas provinces. One of 
metropolitan Portugal's serious problems is the emigration of large numbers of 
workers in search of better pay and conditions in northern Europe. The Govern-
ment hopes to redirect some of this flow to the colonies, although this will hardly 
solve the problem of the domestic labour shortage. 
There are of course already colonists in central and southern Angola, some 

of them descendants of Boers who trekked there in the last century, others 
Germans who arrived there after World War li: "Fearing punishment for their 
war crimes and for their treatment of Soviet, Polish and other forced labourers, 
they fled to Angola ... andare now able to reap profits from Angolan forced 
labour-under the protective umbrella of Portuguese colonial rule" { WCC, 

Cunene Ríver Scheme Symposium, 1972, Document no. 4). One such farmer 
according to the German newspaper Stern {3.1. 71) possessed the following 
arsenal: 7 automatic rifles; 6 machine pistols; 20 Mauser rifles; 1 elephant rifle; 
1 shotgun; 10,000 rounds of ammunition and 100 grenades. H is private army 
consisted of 23 men -ali of which indicates usefulness of such like-minded settlers 
to the Portuguesa authorities. The Cunene Scheme, were it to succeed, would 
attract more of these men and their guns. 

Collective Colonialism 

As for the mineral resources of Angola, hydro-electricity from the Cunene will 
increase the potential of the Cassinga iron mines {see map). Since 1965 huge in-
vestments have been made in Cassinga by Fried. Krupp of West Germany, which 
now contrais the mines, and also by other non-Portuguese banks {see appendix). 
The aim is to increase ore production fivefold. lnvestments also went into buil-
ding a new rail link and extending the loading facilities at the port of Moçamedes. 
Much of the Cassinga ore, produced by the very cheap African labour, is being 
exported to Krupp steel mills, and also to Japanese steel firms. 
Moreover, mineral exploitation in Angola, and particularly in the south, is 

still at an early stage. Diamond mines in the northeast are well established {see 
appendix), but oil reserves in Cabinda and northern Angola have been fairly re-
cently discovered, and prospecting and production are currently being rapidly 
developed. Following the drop in Angola's exports which accompanied the 
beginning of the armed struggle, Portugal invited international investment: pros-
pecting concessions in the south for gold, diamonds, uranium, copper and other 
metais have been granted. The power generated by the Cunene would be essential 
to mineral extraction in the region. 
Like the settlers, the industrial concerns provi de the Portuguesa security forces 

with an extra arm, through their own forces. Diamang is reported to have a 
private army of 300 specially trained Katangese soldiers. {lt also contributes directly 
towards the cost of maintaining the Portuguese army in Angola, and provides 
schools and hospitais in its concession area -a virtually autonomous empire). 
Most future investment will inevitably come f~om Western Europe ând North 

America, since Portugal's own economy is too underdeveloped to enable it to 
exploit its colonial resources fully. Portugal's share of the wealth comes from the 
concession agreements -50% of net profits in the case of Diamang. This partici-
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pation in Angola's economy "places this colony in the centre of an economic struggle 
for power within the Western world" and will result in "a collective colonialism made 
up on the one hand of international organisations and associations, and on the 
other of that particular form of colonial parasitism represented by the Lisbon 
Government" (Americo Boavida, Angola: Five Centuries of Portuguese Exploita-
tion, 1972). 
The economic future of Angola, as planned by its oppressors, therefore pro-

mises increased profits for Western capital, an increased rake-off for the Portuguese, 
and increased exploitation of the Angolan people. 

Namibia: An lnternational 
Carve-Up 

The Cunene Scheme will help to 'develop' Namibia economically, and develop-
ment is one of the means South Africa hopes to use to strengthen her power over 
Namibia. The intention is to apply the apartheid system thoroughly to the ille-
gally-held territory, to incorporate it completely into the South African state, 
and to silence world objections. 

Bantustan Policies 

This involves dividing up Namibia into white zones and Bantustans, along the lines 
recommended by the Odendaal Commission, a process which was started systema-
tically in 1969. As in South Africa itself, the white zones are the ones which 
contain the prosperous farming land and the industry: the African population is 
to be shunted onto marginal, unwanted land. ln 1962, 7,000 white farmers 
occupied roughly half the land, while the African population (over 60 times larger) 
occupied one quarter, the rest being game reserves. Throughout its history as a 
colony, Namibian land h as been progressively appropriated by Europeans: the 
current measures are the formal completion of the process, the police state's iron 
stamp. 
Under the Bantustan policy the Africnas will be segregated in ten tribal reserves, 

or Homelands. Many of these are almost wholly waterless-the Namib and Kala-
hari Deserts are included in the non-white areas -and irrigation is not feasible. 
Regions such as Okavangoland, the Kaokaoveld and Namaland will "always have 
to import their food requirements" (Odendaal Commission Report). Ovamboland 
is the only area which is, in good seasons, self-sufficient in grain, and is the only area 
scheduled to benefit from the Cunene irrigation plans. 
Even here, only a subsistence agriculture is envisaged: "The economics of the 

apartheid system require that land be kept in sufficiently short supply (or of poor 
enough quality) to force African subsistence farmers into the money and wage-
earning economy. The bare subsistence economy in the tribally reserved areas is 
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thus the hub of the cheap labour system. I n turn, wage rates for migrants are cal-

culated on the assumption that they supplement, at least in theory, a reserve eco-
nomy. Employers and government thus divest themselves of the need to pay a 
family a living wage, and, at the sarne time, of the cost and responsibility of 
housing and social services. Any social service infrastructure must, according to the 
apartheid theory, be provided with in the traditional family o r tribal system in the 
Bantustans. The Bantustan tribally-based economies are thus used to finance 
prosperity and profits in those sectors of the overall economy from which their 
own inhabitants are excluded" (Ruth First, "The Bantustans", Namíbía lnternatíonal 
Conference, Brussels, 1 972). 

Easy Profits 

The cheap labour thus produced is needed for the mines and industries of white 
Namibia -as is the cheap power generated by the Cunene river. This electricity is 
the main benefit South Africa hopes to reap from the Cunene Scheme: the Odendaal 
Commission commended the Scheme as "the most important contribution the 
state (SA) could make towards the further economic development of South West 
Africa". 
Among Ruacana Falis Power Station's first customers would be the Tsumeb 

Corporation, the US-controlled nickel-copper concern in northern Namibia (see 
map 1). Tsumeb is Namibia's largest employer (5,000 Africans, 1,200 whites) and 
is regarded as a crucial agent in the expansion of the economy. The Tsumeb mine 
manager said in an interview "lf we and Consolidated Diamond Mines had not 
been operating, the development of South West Africa would not have progressed 
at ali" (WCC, Cunene Dam Scheme, Geneva, 1 971 ). Further expansion for Tsumeb 
depends on electricity. 

Another potential customer is the uranium mine at Rossing, from which the 
British-controlled firm Rio Tinto Zinc hopes to start producing ore by 1975. 
RTZ is proceeding with co-operation from the South African I DC and with the 
knowledge that the whole system of apartheid exploitation and oppression rests 
on the overseas earnings of the mining companies: "The chains which bind the 
black majorities are forged as much in RTZ's boardroom in St. James Square 
as in the BOSS headquarters in Johannesburg" (Counter I nformation Services, 
RTZ: Antí-Report, London, 1 972). Furthermore, Rossing uranium may enable 
South Africa to produce her own nuclear weapons. 
Recent prospecting concessions for oil, zinc, fluorspar, nickel and copper 

indicate other potential developments in Namibia. The Cunene Scheme is seen 
as a crucial contribution to these: "the power will help open mineral potential 
in the Kaokaoveld and other Bantustan areas" (Johannesburg Star, 25.1.69). 
This naturally does not mean that the Africans in the Bantustans will benefit: 
when copper was found in the Kaokaoveld, the concession was granted to a 
consortium of white interests. 
As in Angola, international investment in Namibia's expanding industry is 

encouraged. This is not because South Africa is, like Portugal, unable to invest 
(much of the finance and expertise is in fact provided by South Africa), but 
because she desires to involve foreign capital directly and indirectly in the 
maintenance of her interests. The presence of foreign companies (see section 
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1 O) is an effective guarantee of Western capitalist support for South Africa's 

occupation of Namibia. 
The reasons why foreign companies, for their part, are eager to share in the 

exploitation of Namibia are obvious: the high rate of return on capital (SWACo. Ltd. 

(U K) reported a 25% return on investment for the financial year 1971) and the 

freedom to repatriate after-tax profits. Taxes are paid by mining operators 
straight to the South African Treasury; admittedly a small amount of this money 

.9oes back to Namibia in the form of public services, but African education in the 

Homelands has been largely left to mission schools, and it may equally be 

said that the provision of public services helps South Africa to improve its con· 

trol of the territory-the strategic Cape Town-Luanda road is an example. 

Hard Labour 

The profits from mining are large mainly because of the low labour costs. The 

average wage of an Ovambo mine worker is f:1 O a month. 
Not only are costs low, but the contract labour system is particularly well 

developed in Namibia: it is said to be even worse paid, better policed and more 

comprehensive than migrant labour in other parts of Africa. Those recruited 

by the Native Labour Association to work in the mines are mainly Ovambo: 

"men without families, and, back home, wives without husbands, and children 

without fathers. Ovambo villages in Angola and South West Africa alike are 

drained of their young men. The social and human consequences ... cannot 

even be guessed" (Ruth First, South West Africa, 1963). 

ln the South West African Legislative Assembly (of which he was an ex-
officio member) von Konrat listened to the Police Commissioner reporting on 

"the 40,000 Ovambos who had been sent to mines and industries in the previous 
year. Only 18,370 had returned, the rest having died from accidents and illnesses, 

so 20,000 more were wanted immediately to replace them. I overheard someone 
saying, 'Too many are allowed to come back, more ought to be eliminated. We've 

got too many natives already' ". Andas Chief Engineer h e was forced to lie to the 

international observers about the wage rates being paid at Ruacana -lies which 

were backed up with carefully falsified pay-sheets. 

Strike for Freedom 

The pay and conditions of this contract labour system-described as a form of 

slavery by the church representatives in the area -were the causes of the pro-

longed strike of African workers which hit the industries of Namibia in December 

1971. Mines, construction, fishing, hotels and some farming were paralysed by the 

strike, which represented a major attack on South African exploitation of the 

Nambian economy. 

The strikers were repatriated to the Bantustans, and refused to return to 
work despite their complete lack of income, despite the 'revised' recruitment cont· 

ract worked out by the administration, and despite intimidation. Among the strikers' 

demands were the end of the contract labour system, the end of racial discrimination 

in rates of pay, and the withdrawal of South Africa from Namibian soil. 

South African military forces in Ovamboland were reinforced to deal with the 
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strikers, many of whom were arrested and others killed. The Portuguese army in the 
Cunene district has co-operated with the South African troops, killing several 
Namibians. 
The Namibian strike shows very clearly what future South Africa has in store for 

Namibia -an existence as a rigorously controlled police state whose function is to 
provide maximum profits for white capital. 

Not Only lmmoral But lllegal 

Portugal's continued occupation of her African colonies is contrary to the United 
Nations' resolution on decolonisation adopted by the General Assembly in 1960. 

ln November 1972 the UN General Assembly called on Portugal to negotiate 
directly with the liberation movements, and on foreign economic interests to with-
draw from the territories. 

South Africa's continued occupation of Namibia is contrary to rulings by the 

UN General Assembly, the Security Council and the lnternational Court of Justice, 

which decreed that the occupation, and ali agreements relating to Namibia, are 

i Ilegal. 
Such UN resolutions are an encouragement to the African peoples in their 

struggle for freedom, but in view of the present distribution of power can nor-
mally have little practical effect. The rulings on Namibia, however, also relate 
to third parties: companies and governments which deal with South Africa 
in such a way as to strengthen her hold <:>ver Namibia are violating international 
law, as defined by the Advisory Opinion of the lnternational Court of Justice in 

June 1971. 
This was just one event in the long struggle to free Namibia from South African 

rule. I n 1966 the UN General Assembly unilaterally terminated the South 
African mandate over South West Africa and renamed the territory Namibia. ln 
1967 the Security Council confirmed this, calling on member states to dis-

courage further investment by their nationals or companies. ln 1971 the lnter-

national Court of Justice ruled that the occupation of Namibia was illegal. 
Nevertheless, South Africa continues to govern Namibia. lndeed, the politicai 

and economic integration of the territory into the South African state h as been 

accelerated - a move which has been presented to the world as evidence of 'good 

intentions' towards Namibia. The Cunene River Scbeme, as we have seen, forms 

part of this plan. 
However, ali contracts signed by the South African government, ali con-

cessions granted, and ali financial investment in Namibia are ilh:;gal. Therefore 

ali firms undertaking construction work at Ruacana Falis Power Station or in 
any way involved with the southern part of the Cunene Scheme are acting illegally 
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-as are ali overseas firms investing in mineral extraction or other industry in 
Namibia, for example at Tsumeb and Rossing. The sarne applies to ali agreements 
between South Africa and Portugal which affect Namibia, as the Cunen agree-
ments do. 
The UN of course has not the power to enforce its resolutions, nor does South 

Africa appear to be influenced by them. The only effective pressure from outside, 
can come from international public opinion demanding that foreign companies 
withdraw from ali activities in Namibia on the grounds that they are both immoral 
and ii legal. Any company in Britain, for example, which considers participation 
in the Cunene Scheme must have this forcibly pointed out. 

'White' Africa and the West 

The Cunene River Scheme itself seems of minor importance in the scale of world 
affairs. Why then do we oppose it so urgently? 
Primarily because it is a vital part of the strategy of white domination in 

Southern Africa. Cunene's true significance can only be seen in terms of its wider 
context-together with Cabora Bassa-as part of the plan for Portugal and South 
Africa to maintain their hegemony. The object of Cunene is to speed up the inte-
gration of Angola and Namibia by means of white immigration, military entrench-
ment and western investment. Success would create serious obstacles to the African 
people's fight for freedom. The white regimes hope it would secure white rule for 
the foreseeable future. 

"The participation of international capital in the Cunene River Scheme is not an isolated 

phenomenon. lt is part of a wider network of economic, financial and other links which 

have grown ata rapid rate in recent years to meet the demands of the oppressive system 

in Southern Africa. Faced with the brave challenge of the African people for liberation 

the white regimes need a powerful and escalating externa! support system to preserve 
their domination. The economic and financial support system is being reinforced with 

the emergence of an open politicai and military alliance relationship between major 

Western powers and the white regimes in Southern Africa" (Anti-Apartheid Movement, 

'Namibia and Southern Africa', Namibia lnternational Conference, 1972). 

The idea of a 'politicai alliance relationship' comes from the attempts by 
Portugal and South Africa to obtain special concessions from the European 
Economic Community. ln the last year Portugal has succeeded in gaining these 

concessions-while still retaining preferential trading terms with her African 
colonies. This is an important achievement for Portugal, making her less vulner-
able to external pressure. 
The 'military alliance relationship' is the suggestion that South Africa join 

NATO, ora South Atlantic counterpart. Those countries with the heaviest invest-
ment in Namibia also happen to be members of NATO-The US, Britain, France, 
West Germany. 
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Ali those countries of the West which benefit directly or indirectly from African 
exploitation, or which maintain friendly relations with the colonialist and racist 
governments in Lisbon and Pretoria, are therefore being drawn deeper and 
deeper into the affairs and conflicts of southern Africa. There are signs that one 
or two Western concerns are having doubts as to the wisdom and safety of this-

the West German Urangesellschaft, for example, withdrew from the Rossing 
project. But on the whole economic and politicai integration is increasing. "The 
large companies that have straddled the area up til I now, the Anglo-American 

group, American Metal Climax, Rio Tinto Zinc and Lonrho are slowly integrating 
ali their activities, consolidating themselves economically as well as financially" 

(Ruth First et a/., The South African Connection, 1972). 
South Africa's foreign policy has recently become far more expansionist than 

ever before. Through economic domination of the nations to the north, South 
Africa is well on the way to being a colonial power. And these "reasons for 
expansion and an aggressive strategy against independent Africa coincide happily 
with the interests of Western investors and Western powers in general. They are 
anxious to avoid confrontation with liberation movements; above ali, they want 
a politicai climate in Southern and Central Africa in which penetration by outside 
capital can be pursued without opposition" (ibid.). 
Thus the "unholy alliance of white powers" -South Africa, Portugal and 

Rhodesia-is in the process of being enlarged to an alliance with Western business 

and Western politicai and strategic policy. Until this alliance is recognised and 
understood it cannot be successfully conquered either in Africa or in Europe. 
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A Cunene Campaign 

As this pamphlet has repeatedly stressed, Cunene must be seen in its context as 
part of the white strategy for retaining power in Southern Africa. lt also provides 
clear examples of the way in which Western investors are gladly accepting the 
invitation to support the colonialist and racist regimes. And Governmental assist-
ance to such investment indicates yet again what willing allies Britain and the 
West are for the fascist governments of Portugal and South Africa. 
ln arder to combat the continued and increasing oppression of the peoples 

of Southern Africa, the Cunene River Scheme, and ali developments like it 
intended to bolster white contrai, must be resisted. The whole network of 

Western involvement must be revealed and attacked; economic, politicai and 
military disengagement must be achieved. The attack is therefore not to be con-

fined to the Cunene, but must be pursued on ali fronts simultaneously. 

WHAT CAN BE DONE: 

1. CAMPAIGN AGAINST BRITISH INVESTMENT lN ANGOLA, NAMIBIA 
ANO THE REST OF SOUTHERN AFRICA 

* force British firms to withdraw from Southern Africa by exposing and 
attacking their collaborative role. 

* demand a Government policy of economic disengagement -no export 
credits, no trade missions, no participation by public corporations. 

* identify and publicise British firms as they become directly involved with 
the Cunene Scheme -owing to secrecy, ou r list is incomplete. 

2. INCREASE SUPPORT FOR THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS OF 
SOUTHERN AFRICA 

* educate and mobilise public opinion on their behalf. 

* provide material and financial assistance. 

* demand recognition of the liberation movements as the legitimate repre-
sentativas of their peoples. 

* call for the implementation of UN resolutions on Namibia. 

* end Portugal's relationship with the EEC. 

* end the supply of NATO arms -used in the colonial wars -to PortugaL 

* dismantle the Anglo-Portuguese Amance -an alliance in oppression. 
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* build a new alliance between the peoples of Britain, Portugal and the African 
territories. 

Contact: Committee for Freedom in Mozambique, Angola and Guiné 

12 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7JJ. Telephone: 01-734-5120 

APPENDIX: LIST OF COMPANIES INVOLVED lN ANO BENEFITTING FROM THE 
CUNENE RI VER SCHEME (also London addresses where known). 

CONSTRUCTION 

Since the Cunene Scheme consists of a number of individual projects each much smaller 'than 

Cabora Bassa, and since the work is to be spread over a number of years, the Portuguese and 

the South Africans will be able to handle much of the work themselves. lt is also South 

African policy for a government department to undertake major civil engineering jobs, rather 

than private contractors. Furthermore, the lessons of Cabora Bassa have been learnt: much 
less publicity is being given to the Cunene contracts. 

For these reasons there are few foreign companies involved in construction, and it is 

difficult to find out about those there are, or about suppliers. Most of the work inside Angola 

is being undertaken by Portuguese concerns, and that on the border by the South African 

government. A major sub·contractor is 

L TA -a construction firm owned by the Ang/o-American Corporation of South Africa 
(London office: 40 Holborn Viaduct E C  1 ). 

Wimpeys (UK) (Hammersmith Grave W 6) built the approach road from Windhoek. 

Mitche/1 Construction (Kinnear Moodie Group, 3 Bedford Sq., WC1) is building a cement works 
in Angola-cement to build the Cunene dams with? 

The generators for the power stations will probably be bought from Western firms; a vigilant 

watch must be kept. 

FINANCE 

The following banks are members of consortia which have given loans to ESCOM wholly or 

partly to finance the Cunene Scheme: 

W. Germany: Dresdner Bank (7 Lothbury E C 2) 
Commerz Bank 

U.K. 

France: 

Netherlands: 

Luxembourg: 

BENEFICIAR! E& 

ANGOLA 

Deutsche Bank 
Berliner Hande/sgesel/schaft 

Hill Samuel (100 Wood St E C 2) 

Cr~dit Commercial de France S. A. (54 New Broad St E C 2) 
Cr~dit Lyonnais (UK rep. Paris Head Office:  1 King William St E C 4) 

Algemene Bank Nederland (13 Austin Friars E C 2) 
Netherlands Bank of South Africa (Nedbank) (37 Lombard St E C 3) 

Kreditbank S.A. Luxembourgeoise. 

Cassinga lron Mines, controlled by Fried. Krupp (W. Germany), are likely to benefit most 

directly from the Cunene Scheme; expansion is going ahead on the assumption that extra 

power will soon be available. Foreign banks involved with Krupp in investment in Cassinga 

include: 

W. Germany: 

U.K.: 

U.S. : 
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Deutsche Unionbank 
Hamburgische Landesbank-girozentra/e 

Bankers' Trust (9 Queen Victoria St E C 4) 

Export/lmport Bank (a Govt. agency) 
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Denmark: 

Switzerland: 

ltaly: 

Hajgaard and Schultz 

Lavoro Bank A G. 

Monte dei Paschi di Siena (48 Fenchurch St E C 3) 

General Electric (US) have supplied locomotives for the Cassinga mines. 

The following Japanese companies contracted in 1969 to buy 14 million tons of Cassinga 
iron ore between them: 

Yawata lron & Steel Co. 

Fuji lron & Steel Co. 
Nippon Kohan Kabushiki Kaisha 

Kawasaki Steel Corporation 

Sumitomo Meta/Industries 

Kobe Steel 

A substantial amount of ore will also goto West Germany (probably to Krupp's Essen steel 

mills), with lesser amounts being bought by companies in France, Portugal, Spain, US and 

elsewhere. 

Other possible beneficiaries in Angola include 

Companhia Mineira do Lobito, mainly owned by the Portuguese government, which retains 
an interest in Cassinga (which it controlled until the Krupp takeoverl. The company also 

hopes to benefit from agricultura! expansion in the Cunene basin, with a large estate for beef 
cattle. ln 1969 it tried unsuccessfully to interest the Chicago meat firm Swift in this idea: if 
the Cunene Scheme makes similar estates feasible, other invitations to foreign investment may 

be made. 

Diamang, the international diamond concern whose ownership includes Belgian, British, 

American and South African interests  (the exact shareholdings are difficult to establish). 
Until 1971, Diamang's formal concession covered almost the whole of Angola, though its 
influence was effectively confined to its area of operation in north-east Angola. Since 1971 

several other diamond consortia have won concessions, and Diamang now operates through 
Condiama, a joint company with de Beers, a subsidiary of Anglo·American. This group now 
holds diamond prospecting concessions in the coastal region between the mouth of the 

Cunene and north of Mo~amedes. 

Diamang's mode of operation in the north, where it assumed virtual sovereignty ove r the 

mining region, is a warning against ali such large scale operations in Angola. The people 
living in the area are obliged to work for Diamang for a nominal wage; the company contrais 

employment, schools and medical services; there is a special security force of some 300 
soldiers, and Diamang also contributes directly towards the cost of maintaining the Portuguese 
Army in Angola. 

Oestdiam, owned by Diamond Distributors lnc (US), also has prospecting rights in the Cunene 

area. 

Several companies are prospecting for oil in various parts of Angola; it may be only a matter 

of time before they extend their operations to the south. They include 

Petrangol, owned by Portugal and Petrofina (Belgium). 

Angol, owned by a complex of Portuguese and French companies, including Total (France). 

Cabinda Gulf Oil (US). 

Other companies include: 

Companhia Portuguesa Radio Marconi, associated with Cable and Wireless (UK) (Mercury 

House, Theobald's Rd WC 1) -with a monopoly of overseas telecommunications from 
Angola. 

Racal Electronics-(Bracknell, Berks) -manufacturing radio equipment for military use in 

Angola and Mozambique, Racal showed their allegiances by presenting the Poriuguese troops in 
Mozambique with a (300 gift for their unrelenting efforts in Mozambique and South Africa. 

The Benguela Railway Company (95 Gresham St E C 2), owned by Tanganyika Concessions 
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(UKI. This is the only railway in Angola connecting the international routes of the interior 
with the Atlantic coast. 

The following trading companies with their network of importing and distribution centres, 
together with diverse interests in exports, shipping, insurance, manufacturing and servicing, 
play an important role in the developing economy of Angola: 

Ceteco Trad/ng and Industrial Corporations (Netherlands), which has 20 centres, importing 

consumer durables, foods and industrial equipment. 

Robert Hudson & Sons (146 New Cavendish St W 1), which imports agricultura! and 
industrial equipment and consumer goods including automobiles. Also operates service 

stations for Texaco. 

Blackwood Hodge (25 Berkeley St W 1 ), a mining and engineering firm which also operates 
in Mozambique. 

Hui/ Blyth & Co. (1 Lloyds Ave E C 3), vehicle and engineering exporters, and ships' agents. 

NAMIBIA 

The following companies stand to benefit from Cunene electricity: 

Tsumeb Corporation, owned by American Metal Clímax and Newmonth Mining (US) is 
Namibia's largest employer; it will be the first customer for Cunene electricity, and plans 

expansion. lt also contributed to the Cape Town-Luanda Road. 

South West Africa Company (UK) (49 Moorgat~ E C 2) with mines at Berga Aukas near 
Grootfontein, and at Brandberg West in Damaraland. The SWA Co is now owned by a 
consortium comprising_ Anglo-American, British South Africa Co. and Consolidated Gold 

Fields. 

The South African lron and Steellndustrial Corporation (ISCO R) operates tin mines at Uis, 
near Brandberg. 

Rossing Uranium Ltd., owned by Ria-Tinta-Zinc (6 St James' Sq W 1 ), which plans to • 
produce ore from the uranium deposit near Swakopmund by 1975 on the assumption that 
Cunene power will be available. 

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority ( 11 Charles li St S W 1 I h as guaranteed 
purchases of f25 million worth of uranium-despite the illegality of ali contracts relating 
to Namibia. 

Other mining companies in Namibia include: 

Klein Aub Copper Co. Ltd (South African-owned) 

Navarro Exploration Co. (US) -copper 
Nord Mining and Explorations (US) -tin and wolfram. 
SWA Lithium Mines Ltd (W. German majority holding) -lithium ores. 

Samangen SWA Ltd (South African) -manganese and chrome. 
Kiln Products (Anglo-American and.Consolidated Gold Fields)-zinc oxide. 

Oamites Mining Co. (Falconbridge Nicke/ Mines, Canada) -copper and silver. 

Bethlehem Steel (US) -fluorspar prospecting. 
Phelps Dodge (US) -copper prospecting. 
Etosha Minerais (Brilund Mines, Canada)-copper and lead prospecting: 

Oil: 

Chevron Oil (Standard Oil, US) 
Chevron-Regent (Standard Di/ and Texaco, US) 

Etosha Petroleum (Brilund, Canada) ,  , 
De Beers Oil Holdings (de Beers S.A. and Societe Nationale des Petroles d 'Aquitaine, France). 
Shell Exploration (Royal Dutch Shell and BP) 
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